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Ambient is pleased announce a new carbon fibre boom
series for the ENG and TV market.
The new QX series has retained all the features that have
made Ambient Quickpole booms so successful, adding
features that will especially appeal to those working
“On the road”. The new boom series can easily be
recognised by the special knurling on the screwlocks,
Ambient’s answer to dimples!
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Very stiff 100% carbon fibre tube with 1mm wall
thickness.
Stainless steel tip with special hole for easy assembly
of straight or coiled internal cabling kits.
Heavy duty screwlock with seperate renewable
plastic collet, prevents scratching the tube and
ensures quick release and rock tight locking of the
screwlock in half a turn. Special silicone “O” ring seal
prevents dirt and moisture from entering the
screwlock mechanism.
Internal Velcro bushings ensure rattle free operation
and no siezing up with dirt, humidity or cold
temperatures.
The collet and the Velcro can be replaced after years
of use by the user at minimal cost to give an “as
new” overhaul or maintenance.
Boom sizes have been selected to fit in flight cases.
The QX 565 is a 2.6 meter extended length boom
that fits diagonally in a Pelican case.
New special bottom end allows coiled cable fixture
to rotate when loosened. This feature will allow users
to relax the internal spiral cable and remove twisting
without opening the boom.
Special fixing clamp delivered with cabling kit allows
Lectro or Sennheiser Plug On transmitter to be
clamped to boom.
This boom series is a State of the Art piece of
equipment, and, with other Ambient microphone
support accessories such as Quicklok and Top Tip
provides solutions to sound engineers working in
the field.

BOOM SIZES

QX
QX
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550
565
580
5100
5130

50-195 cm, 430g
65-260 cm, 495g
80-330 cm, 590g
100-420 cm, 690g
130-560 cm, 890g
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